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Référence à la session / reference to the session

B3 - Accessibilité, mobilité, transport et communication

Résumé / Summary

This paper deals with the issue of uneven access to shops and services in the core of metropolitan areas.
This work is part of the RelatHealth project which focuses on the spatial practices of inhabitants (Paris,
Montréal) and discusses the way places impact access to different amenities and people’s health outcomes.
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In social sciences, territorial inequalities revealed by uneven access to local amenities are usually studied
through measures of potential access to supply (Wenglenski, 2004; Hani, 2016). Most of the time, such a
choice is based on the premise that people give priority to the closest amenity from their place of residence.
However, during the last years, several spatial trends in the use of shops and services have been highlighted
and they partly question this assumption. In particular, purchasing practices tend increasingly to follow
mobility chains rather than mere round trips from the place of residence (Hani, 2009). They are thus getting
more and more driven by proximity to other reference places, like working places. In the meantime, different
academics have observed the persistence of the local residential neighbourhood as an attractive space for
daily or weekly purchasing practises (Authier, 2008). They have shown the links between local shopping
practices in the residential neighbourhood and purchasing practices at a metropolitan scale. As a result, in a
context of global growth of mobility, we wonder whether the assumption of the minimisation of distances from
place of residence may still be considered as a realistic one. To what extent an inhabitant does not use the
closest service from his/her place of residence? If he/she does not, is this deviation to minimum distance
dependent on the neighbourhood characteristics (types of settlement, commercial densities) and/or on
personal characteristics (age, sex, income …)? From a methodological point of view, there are to our
knowledge few studies aiming at comparing effective access to potential access to amenities, apart from
health services studies (Lucas-Gabrielli et al., 2016).
In the present paper, we propose to compare population subgroups using the nearest amenities, whether it
be a choice or a constraint, and on the contrary subgroups using more distant ones. Our empirical work is
based on data from the RECORD Study (2011-2014) carried out in the Paris Metropolitan area among 6240
inhabitants. Places where respondents currently go for different needs are precisely located from an
interactive web mapping application (Chaix et al., 2012). More precisely, our paper compares the services
used by the RECORD respondents to the location of the available services which are documented and
located in the Equipomètre database from the Paris Region Planning and Development Agency. We first
focus on effective access to a not socially-discriminant and very regularly used service such as bakeries in
order to derive a reference situation and a comparison method between effective and potential access. In the
case of bakeries, neighbourhood characteristics are found to be more relevant than personal profiles to
explain why some people do not use the nearest service from their place of residence. Secondly we focus on
restaurants, bars, cinemas and theatres as a more socially-discriminant service (Potier et al., 2003) for which
we wonder if the use reveals broader contrasts between population subgroups giving or not priority to the
nearest service.
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